
 

Sony Wireless 2.0 Stereo 

PlayStation® Gold Wireless Headset 
The PlayStation® Gold Wireless Headset delivers amazing depth and audio clarity, elevating your gaming experience with 
customizable game modes created by developers exclusively for PlayStation®. High fidelity 7.1 virtual surround sound breathes 
new life into the urban jungles and alien worlds you explore, while the hidden noise cancelling microphone makes it easy to 
connect with your friends and teammates. When you’re on the move, use your headset with your favorite mobile device via the 
included 3.5mm audio cable or fold it up into the included travel pouch until the next round. This is how games were made to 
sound. 
 
A Headset for Gamers 
Experience everything from the big booms to whisper-quiet warnings in stunning 7.1 virtual surround sound and chat with 
friends through the hidden noise cancelling microphone. 
 
Developed by PlayStation® 
With the Headset Companion App, download custom game modes created exclusively for PlayStation® by developers that are 
specifically tuned to enhance the audio in your favourite games. 
 
Stylish Comfort 
Slip into comfort you can enjoy for hours and a look you can take anywhere. Further customize your look by swapping out the 
removable faceplates for something more your style. 
 
Adaptable Audio 
Connect wirelessly to your PS4™, PS3™, and home computer, or connect to your PS Vita system or other mobile device with 
the included 3.5mm audio cable and take your sound with you. 
 
Also in the Box 
- Wireless Adaptor 
- 3.5mm Audio Cable 
- Micro-USB Recharging Cable 
- Travel Pouch 

Short summary description Sony Wireless 2.0 Stereo: 
Sony Wireless 2.0 Stereo, Head-band, Black, Blue, 3.5 mm, Circumaural, Closed, USB 

Long summary description Sony Wireless 2.0 Stereo: 
Sony Wireless 2.0 Stereo. Wearing style: Head-band, Color of product: Black, Blue. Wireless receiver interface: 3.5 mm. Ear 
coupling: Circumaural, Acoustic system: Closed. Cables included: USB. Volume control: Digital 

 

http://icecat.co.uk/en_sg/p/sony/ps719281788/headsets-0711719281788-Sony-Wireless-2-0-Stereo-21601643.html

